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WELCOME TO SIMAUD //

The Symposium on Simulation for Architecture and Urban Design (SimAUD) offers a venue for architecture researchers and simulation researchers to come together to focus on this important area. Buildings are the largest consumers of energy responsible for 48% of all Green House Gas emissions and due to the complexity and multidisciplinary aspects of architecture design and construction, and urban design and society, modeling and simulation become valuable techniques to understand and optimize this enormous challenge. Scientists, engineers, managers, educators, and business professionals who develop or use simulation tools are invited to participate and present original papers. The ultimate goal of the SimAUD Community is to build a collaborative simulation framework, in support of sustainability.

The 12th annual Symposium on Simulation for Architecture and Urban Design (SimAUD) offers a platform to bring together researchers and practitioners in the fields of architecture, urban design, urban planning, building science, and data science. SimAUD 2021 invites submissions across a range of topics related to Humans.

VISIBILITY //

SimAUD is recognized as one of the top 10 cited publications under the “Architecture” category on Google Scholar. It is a highly selective conference through its rigorous peer-review process. In past years, attendees have included researchers and practitioners in the fields of urban planning and design, architecture and building science, visualization and construction, as well as software developers, managers, educators, and business professionals. Past SimAUD symposia have attracted exceptionally high-quality submissions (long research papers, short papers works in progress, datasets, and videos).

SPONSORSHIP //

Platinum >$10,000
- 3-minute conference plenary speaker introduction.
- Major recognition on appreciation signage and program page.
- Full page preferred position ad in conference proceedings.
- Large website logo.
- 4 ‘Full Conference’ registrations.
- Recognition through sponsorship of a conference session.
- Industry Workshop.

Gold $5,000
- High recognition on appreciation signage and program page.
- ½ page ad in the conference proceedings.
- Website logo.
- 3 ‘Full Conference’ registrations.
- Recognition through sponsorship of a conference session.
- Industry workshop.

Silver $2,500
- Recognition on appreciation signage and program page.
- ¼ page ad in the conference proceedings.
- Website logo.
- 2 ‘Full Conference’ registration.

Bronze $1,000
- Recognition on appreciation signage and program page.
- Website logo.
- 1 ‘Full Conference’ registration.